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Students of Bryn Mawr College
Alliance, League Redefine Roles, Shift Activities

Cross Red to Congress, Industrial Group Joins Alliance

Changes in the constitutions of the three major world organizations—the League of Nations, the United Nations, and the United Nations Association—will be submitted to the Colleges of the region at the B.A. Council meeting in the Halls on Thursday night at 8:00. The Alliance constitution will be voted on in its entirety and its name will be changed since it has become a peaceful organization of a political and economic character.

Since, in addition, the League has developed into an economic and social organization and the Undergraduate Association covers the more general activities on campus, changes will be made, it is understood, to make the specific constitutional changes which have been made the training grounds for the Alliance to the League, the Industrial Union to the Alliance, and the Chapel Committee from the League to the Undergraduate Association.

Seven Colleges To Meet at B.M.

Delegates from Bard, Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke, Raddcliffe, Smith, Wellesley, Vassar and the quads of Cuba, Pa., will attend the annual Seven College Conference to be held at Bryn Mawr on April 27 and 28. The conference is made up of the incoming and outgoing presidents of the two campus organizations corresponding to the Alliance, the League of Nations, and the Undergraduate Association. The position of host rotates among the presidents of the seven institutions, while each year a different college is invited to participate.

A meeting is held annually to discuss the problems of a number of the colleges. This year the topics are the honor system as it affects student Government and Artifice work, and the purpose of college education for women.

Mrs. Bronson will entertain the Conference's members for dinner at the Denes Inn Tuesday evening after which the group will meet in the Common Room.

Barnes, Scott Tell Russian Policies To UNC Meeting

Philadelphia, April 17—The leading American foreign policy were explained by Mr. John S. Injection, President of the Council, President of Times, and Mr. Joseph Barns, foreign editor of the New York Times, at the Russian Department, sponsored by the United Nations Council of Philadelphia in the Academy of Music.

"We should adopt a similar standard of judging Russian policies and our policies," said Mr. Scott, urging formulation of a positive American foreign policy to meet the Russian on equal grounds. Bac-

Kingsip is a policy in the United States of America in the Army and established by the United States of America in the Arm.

During the invasion of Ger-

many the easy-going methods of the American policy of the British compared favorably in German minds by the vengeance wreaked by Russian commando troops. In the last six months, however, the Axis power has gained a greater peace-time effectiveness in reconstruction than has British ac-

The Children of Democracy, an Art Feature, is coming to America.

Mr. Barns addressed the thir-

Camus to Speak For French Club

A talented young French auth- or, Albert Camus, will be the guest for the Frenchicl member for the University at Wyomlin on Thursday, April 17.

Throughout the war M. Camus was a correspondent for "Combat." Two of his plays have been produced in Paris, the first novel, "L'ete," has been translated into English recently. At present, he is working on a new book.

He has been speaking to young, audiences on the east coast, and the same evening as his discussion here, he will lecture at the Penn- sylvania University Museum on "La Grece du Hemoth."n

George Washington Slept Here

Features Worn of Country Life

By Louise Gerash '47

"When George Washington slept here - - - anything might have happened in the burned-out barn, the burly-drunk rambler in the Varis- Players' Cab and Bull's fortified cooking production. Among the rear of motors, propellers drilh
galley, is heard the plaintive cry, A horse just walked into the kit-

tais, and now the barn is coming to life in the cow by the very primi-

tives are more. As the players make sense of the sun through the dilapidated exclamation occasionally in such sidelines as "one day."
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The College News is full of important information. Reading it carefully is essential for staying updated with the latest college news.

Opinion

Edwards reviews the recent events and provides personal insights. His article is a must-read for anyone interested in understanding the perspectives and opinions of the students and faculty.

Current Events

Edwards provides a comprehensive analysis of the contemporary issues and events. His insights are invaluable for gaining a deeper understanding of the complex topics of today.

バレリーナの肖像

The image shows a beautiful ballerina in action. Her grace and elegance are captured perfectly in this artistic composition. The image is a testament to the beauty and dedication of the performing arts.
Socinlized Medicine
In Russia Explained

Continued from Page 1

The spring season has been exceptionally successful. Badminton, swimming and fencing teams have had only one of their two active contests with outside colleges; basketball, however, has not done as well as might have been hoped for.

The Badminton team started off very well as Bryn Mawr scored three successive 5-0 victories over Drexel, Rosemont and the University of Pennsylvania. The team's only defeat occurred in the game against Swarthmore with a score of 4-1 against Bryn Mawr, although the season ended cheerfully as Chestnut Hill was beaten by 3-1.

The swimming scores follow almost the same pattern as the badminton team's victories; a single defeat, and a successful last game. Beaver and Swarthmore were beaten; the next week Bryn Mawr was defeated by Drexel, finishing 5-4, and Bryn Mawr came in fourth in the New York Pentagonal Meet.

The Owls were defeated in their first three basketball games; at Beaver was victorious by a score of 36-35, Drexel by 39-13 and Rosemont by 30-13. The next game was successful; Bryn Mawr beat the University of Pennsylvania with 83 points to their 23.

Successful Athletic Season Ends With Single Losses for 3 Teams

The winter's athletic season has been an exceptionally successful one. Badminton, swimming and fencing teams have had only one of their two active contests with outside colleges; basketball, however, has not done as well as might have been hoped for. The badminton team started off very well as Bryn Mawr scored three successive 5-0 victories over Drexel, Rosemont and the University of Pennsylvania. The team's only defeat occurred in the game against Swarthmore with a score of 4-1 against Bryn Mawr, although the season ended cheerfully as Chestnut Hill was beaten by 3-1.

The swimming scores follow almost the same pattern as the badminton team's victories; a single defeat, and a successful last game. Beaver and Swarthmore were beaten; the next week Bryn Mawr was defeated by Drexel, finishing 5-4, and Bryn Mawr came in fourth in the New York Pentagonal Meet.

The Owls were defeated in their first three basketball games; at Beaver was victorious by a score of 36-35, Drexel by 39-13 and Rosemont by 30-13. The next game was successful; Bryn Mawr beat the University of Pennsylvania with 83 points to their 23.

The Bryn Mawr Trust Co.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Offers every banking facility
Open a checking account in our bank
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Co.

Elections

The Bryn Mawr College Chorus takes pleasure in announcing the election of the following officers for next year:

President — Margaret Stevens '47.
Vice-President — Eleanor Colwell '47.
Secretary — Katherine Landebeth '46.
Treasurer — Betty Smith '45.
Assistant Librarian — Barbra Bentley '46. Pauyngton '49.

The French Club takes pleasure in announcing the election of Nancy Strickler '47 as President and Dorothy Haywood '47 as Treasurer.

The French House takes pleasure in announcing the election of Joanne Mott as President.

Distinctive Writing Paper

AT STOCKTON'S
Lancaster Ave.

"All I did was buy a bottle of JUDY 'N JILL'S PERFUME!"

AT JUDY 'N JILL DEPARTMENT IN LEADING STORES THROUGHOUT THE NATION.

JUDY BOND

Don't despone — try a Judy Bond

Refreshment ready...

Have a Coke
Skinner Workshop Opens for Artists

Creative talent on campus opened in a new direction with the Stuido Workshop sponsored by the Art Club last Tuesday. Fifteen people attended at the Mr. Otto Skinner Theatre Workshop and met Mr. Morris Blackburn, newly appointed instructor. In his lecture, Mr. Blackburn emphasized the point that each artist sees the subject (which was an object, moment, Patti Hochachid) in his own way, which can be quite different from the rendition of another artist. There were about ten poses lasting from five to ten minutes, during which Mr. Blackburn helped each girl, by further explaining his method of all-over rendering.

The next day, there were even more hopeful artists assembled in the workshop, which had received its christening by that time with a bottle of India ink, spilled accidentally by an over-eager enthusiast. Each one took turns posing for the real, which aided their sketching, for the most part, with a Japanese brush and ink. The brush was held at the end, and the stroke involved in such problems as the boisterous exuberance of youth. He urged Americans to make every effort to learn more about Russia and Russian tradition, knowledge basic to cooperation with them.

Singers Present Ballad Program

Informal folk-singing reigned on the Common Friday evening under the auspices of Missie Bell, '47, with two amateur ballad experts, Mr. Ned Freeman and Mr. William Freeman, performing with voice and guitar. The program included many well-known ballads, such as "Put Fugzy, Foggy Dew," Midnight Special," "Franky and Johnny," and "When the Turtle Fly," the singers responding to all the audience requests.

Mr. Freeman, a Graduate of Penn and now a chemist, gathered his experiences from travels about the country, notably in the south. His co-partner, Ned Freeman, called his knowledge of folk music from records and listening to other enthusiasts.

Russia's Policy Told

At Meeting of U.N.C.

Continued From Page 1

of Russian isolationism, "the danger that they will do after this war what the United States did after the last war." He also emphasized the cardinal significance of security in Russia's foreign policy, pointing out that though Russia's technique often lacks subtlety, it has the boisterous exuberance of youth. He urged Americans to make every effort to learn more about Russia and Russian tradition. Without knowledge basic to cooperation with them.

Ruth E. Babcock

WHAT TO DO

After Graduation

Army Map Service, Washington is recruiting for 100 employees. Research, editorial work, drafting, mapping, photo-revising, designing maps, making maps from aerial photographs.

The United Nations are making stage by stage on their individual campuses a more active interest in international problems and in the exchange of students and professors between the United States and other countries. We would appreciate your help in spreading this information on your campus. We will be glad to communicate directly with students or at ent organizations concerning any additional details of the project.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. Fred Freeman, a Graduate of Penn and now a chemist, gathered his experiences from travels about the country, notably in the south. His co-partner, Mr. William Freeman, called his knowledge of folk music from records and listening to other enthusiasts.

Studio Will Serve Art History Lab
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on individual talent or creative expression, but rather on the student's realizing the basic elements involved in such problems as those of perspective, chiaroscuro, and design. According to present plans, students will have the opportunity to observe at first hand demonstrations of the more difficult techniques which lie beyond the capacity of simple studio exercises.

MAYO and PAYNE

Cards Gifts

RADIO

PARIS REPAIRS

221 LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWR

DELICIOUS FOOD

PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE

MUSIC BY MUSAK

THE CHATTERBOX

1946

TRES CHIC SHOPPE

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR

— to the Radio Editors of America for voting the

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB

their Favorite 15-minute Program for

the second time in less than 15 months

in the Billboard 15th Annual Poll.

Are you short on shorts?

Show off that Florida

(bryn mawr) Suntan

With playclothes from

POISE

You don't need a soap box... leave it to a polished dance floor and the Season's RIGHT Ed. to win them over. Just RED is right in the only lipstick shade Roger & Gallet offer. On the lips, in beau-

LIPSTICK

ROGER & GALLOW

Perfume - Dry Perfume - Lip Add - Tubelit Soap

KATHARINE GULL

THANKS AGAIN

to the Radio Editors of America for voting the

Western Union

for the second time in less than 15 months in the Billboard 15th Annual Poll.
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